
CHEAT SHEET FOR 
 UNDERSTANDING 

YOUR CAT 

SOME OBSERVATIONAL HACKS 
TO UNDERSTAND YOUR FELINE



This ebook is for All Cat lovers out

there! Understanding them is an

important aspect that can make your

relationship between you and your

Feline(s) an even more entertaining

and happy one. Many of us love

having a cat (or to me a real family

Member), but only a few of us may

know how to understand that kitty.

Indeed we may have no idea what our

cats likes or dislikes, what are their

habits, where they want to sit or

sleep, what they want to eat or when

they want to eat, what kind of

gestures they are sending through

their ears, eyes, and tails, and even

we may do not know how to properly

pet a cat? 

At SØDE Design (link to my website)

we thrive to make sure we design Cat

Accessories and Toys that make sure

your adorable furrbal has a happy life

and that you can connect with her

even more!

We hope this ebook will give you

some cues on how to understand

your mysterious feline even more

because after all they’re only love

(and a bit of mischief ;p)!

Dear SØDE Design Fellows

WWW.SODEDESIGN.COM

https://www.facebook.com/SODE.Design/
https://www.pinterest.ca/cc6aa9d811d3c6b8985d7d556a4494/_saved/
https://www.instagram.com/sode_design/
http://www.sodedesign.com/


CHAPTER 1
 

WHY IS IT
NECESSARY TO
UNDERSTAND

YOUR CAT? 



Nopeee, fret not as it is a kind of fun

and joy for big fans of cats. You may

also think that why it is necessary to

understand an cat (since they’re so

independent anyway!), but there are

some solid benefits behind this

understanding:
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She is love, she is attractive, she is

paw-some; your cat is just like your

other family members, and it is highly

important for you to understand your

cathletic kitty so that you can take

care of it properly. Ohhhh, are you

thinking that understanding a cat is

close to impossible or a vague

practice? 
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When you start understanding your cat, you become able to

strengthen the bondbetween you and your cat. The results will

be fantastic as this cat-human bond will also add up a lot of

happiness in your and your cat’s life. It’s also a tremendous

way to let your cat know that you love her and she will love you

as a result. 

Strengthen the bond 

02
 Wait! Are you thinking that the mutual understanding will

only impact your kitty’s life? No, no, no (head shaking),it will

have a paw-sitive impact on both of you. When you start

understanding her different gestures, she will also start

understanding your mood better. Due to this mutual

understanding, both of you can feel a sense of security and

try to amuse each other.

Creates mutual understanding
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 One of the most important benefits of understanding your cat is

that you can start being listened to by her, and you will see that she

starts following your commands after the practice of a few days or

weeks. Do you know that by understanding your cat, she will let you

know what and when she wants? Then why are you missing such

meow-gical moments? You can then work around her playing, eating,

and outdoor walking schedules! 

Being listened to by your cat!

04
  Will you want to understand the hidden message behind her

MEOW? Time to recognize her different kinds of voices. This

recognition allows you to understand her physical health and

enables you to react accordingly. For example, suppose your cat is

feeling ill, and your ears can understand her low-pitched voice, that

is a sign of her illness; you can take the preventive measures in time. 

Enable you to understand her physical
health
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04
   If I am not wrong, all of us need a loving and caring

company, whether at home or any other place. While at the

workplace or any other place, we may have the company of our

friends and colleagues, but at home, we may feel lonely. But if we

cat-ch an incredible cat and create a great understanding with her,

say bye bye to Loneliness! 

Reduction in loneliness
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CHAPTER 2 
 

HOW TO
PROPERLY 

PET A CAT?  
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    If you are a cat-lover and want to have a fluffy

kitty in your life then this part of the book will help you a lot

as it will let you know the cat’s cattitude.  #1 step of

understanding a cat demands properpetting. This step is of

utmost importance as all other understandings are

dependent upon it. If you become able to pet properly, the

remaining understanding processes will be easier as it takes

time to narrow the human-animal gap. However, the below

steps can help you pet your cat properly and create an

initial understanding with her. 
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ESTABLISH 
A TRUST 01
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   Initially you’re a giant stranger for her and she has a

mysterious cattitude. The cat may quietly slipbetween your

feet, rub herself with you, cuddle with you, but when you

decide to pet her, there are chances that she hisses, may

bite you and run away. Petting a cat needs a high level of

trust, and it may take time to develop that trust, but you

should be conscious of every step that has to be taken to

establish trust. Below are some points that can help you in

establishing trust. 
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ESTABLISH 
A TRUST 01
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There is no need to hurry dear fellow as it is not a time-

bound assignment. Remember that you cannot build trust in

a few minutes, and it may take several days to build that

kind of trust required to pet a cat. So, when you come

across a new or unknown cat that is not fur-miliar with you,

then do not run to pet it immediately. Believe me, they’re

just like us, cats also avoid strangers and try to avoid any

unknown person at first. Try to pay regular visits to her and

at every visit go a little closer to her. This process willtake

time as the cat may feel insecure due to size differences

or any other reasons. 

01TAKE IT
SLOW
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ESTABLISH 
A TRUST 
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01
 Keep in mind that you should not approach the cat at

the first meeting as there are chances that the cat may

feel danger and bite you as a result. Cats have some

unique qualities and gestures, and through these gestures,

they can let you know whether they’re creating awareness

with you or not. Pay regular visits to the cat, and whenever

she would want your attention, she would let you know

through her gestures. For example, suppose you are

approaching the room where the unfamiliar cat is present,

then try to avoid her. If she wants your attention, she will

approach you and show some gestures like rubbing her

body with your feet, purring, rubbing her head or cheeks

against you, lying in your feet, or meowing at you. 

02LET THE
CAT

APPROACH
YOU 
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ESTABLISH 
A TRUST 

 We may seem to be repeating ourselves but never ever

try to approach her immediately. When you’re approaching

a new cat and decide to pet her, then take a deep breath

and start slowly as you do not know about her cattitude

(attitude) and mood. Start simple by scratching the top of

her head between her ears softly. Do not try to touch her

full body as she may get irritated. Also, do not touch her

ears and tail until she gets completely familiar with you,

and you also have an understanding of the cat’s

boundaries.

03START
APPROACH

ING HER
SLOWLY
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AVOID TOUCHING
WHEN THE CAT IS
ON HER BACK
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02
    Oh! You’re going to make a monumental mistake

if you decide to touch her when she is on her back. You may

have observed many times that the cats often roll on their

backs, showing off their belly to you and becoming as

adorable as possible. Many people take this as an invitation

to rub their tummy but the truth is that it might be a hiss-

larious trap. Although it is an indication that she is

submissive to you and trusting you, it can also mean that she

wants you to not enter her personal space. If you touch a

cat’s belly during this situation, there are chances that you’ll

get biten. 
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FIGURE OUT THE
IRRITATED CAT 
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03
     Speak Fluent Cat! Her vocals can be greatly

misunderstood by you my dear if not comprehended purr-

perly. Although you intend to pet the cat, a little

misunderstanding of the cat’s mood may result in serious

injury. Even if a new cat is approaching you, this does not

mean that she wants to play with you as there are

possibilities that she is hungry and wants to bite you.

However, some signs can let you know whether the cat is

irritated or not: 

     Flatted ears 

     Dilated pupils 

     Flailing its tail in the air or beating it

on the ground in a frantic manner 

     The absence of purring 

     Constant twitching or moving of the

body 

     Growling or hiss
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CHAPTER 3 
 

UNDERSTANDING
FELINE

LANGUAGE



     Do you know that cats are incredibly different

from other animals as they don't have the same level of

facial expression as dogs? They’re usually quiet, and their

attitudes can be more difficult to decipher, but that doesn't

make the feline persona incomprehensible. Pay heed to your

kitten's vocalizations, body position, and everyday activities

to gain a deeper understanding of them. You can be so

closely connected to your kitty's behavior and activities over

time that you become capable of detecting gradual mood

shifts and even identify health issues before they manifest

physically. 
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VOCALIZATION 

   There are some other signs that

can help you to learn and interpret the

cat’s vocals. Cats may also become more

vocal as they get older. Age-related

disability and impaired vision are 2

potential causes of her extra vocals.

Note that a cat that is worried or

perplexed may meow for comfort. Due to

its inability to calculate its volume, a cat

with hearing impairment can vocalize

more loudly than normal. Below are some

common vocals of the cat that should be

understood to interpret what she wants

to say in different conditions. 

01
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   You might be thinking that

understanding and interpreting your cat’s

vocals might be impossible. Believe me

interpretation of cat’s vocals is not

impossible, yet not easy to learn as you

have to pay a lot of attention to do so.

By paying attention to your cat’s vocals,

you might be able to learn and interpret

her chirps and meows. You become able

to know whether your cat is hungry, lazy,

ill, or needs affection or love from you. 
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VOCALIZATION 01
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01MEOWING

 Meowing is a common vocal of cats and

can be used for many purposes. For

example, your cat may use meowing for

greeting, commanding, protesting, or

notifying. You may also observe that your

cat is wandering in the house and meowing

without any reasons and she is doing it for

fun. So, the meowing of your cat depends

upon the situation, and it’s up to you to

analyze the situation and respond

accordingly. 

02CHIRPS AND TRILLS

 Your cat is such a love-furr-call that she

can behave like your partner. Chirping and

trilling are the two vocals that the mother

cat usually uses to tell her kitten to follow

her. So, if you have a single cat at your

home and she is producing chirps and trills,

it means she is asking you to follow her just

like your partner does (the latter uses some

words instead ;)). If you have more than one

cat at home, you will observe that their

common conversation mode is chirps and

trills. 
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VOCALIZATION 01
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03PURRING

  Do you know that purring is typically

associated with happiness? When cats are

content, they purr, even when they are

sleeping. However, cats have a child-like

behavior and can purr when they are

nervous or ill, just like a child sucking his

thumb. 

04GROWLING, HISSING, OR
SPITTING

  She will let you know how she’s feeling

through different vocals and it’s for you to

understand her vocals. These vocals indicate

that your cat is feeling anger,is freightened

of something or someone, or shows

aggressiveness. Keep in mind that it is

almost impossible to handle a cat in this

situation, so avoid getting close to her. 
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VOCALIZATION 01
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05YOWL OR HOWL

  A yowl or howl indicates that your cat

is in some sort of discomfort, such as being

trapped in a bathroom, searching for you, or

being in pain. If your cat is creating such

sound, locate her. On the other hand, these

noises are part of sexual activity in

unaltered cats. If your cat is older, she can

howl because she might be confused,

particularly if she has dementia or another

cognitive disability. 

06CHATTERING, CHITTERING
OR TWITTERING

   What pleasant sounds are they?.

These are the sounds produced by your cat

when she is sitting in the window and

enjoying the view by watching birds and

squirrels. It usually means she’s excited or

thinking about snack time.
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CHAPTER 4 
 

UNDERSTANDING
CAT’S BODY
LANGUAGE 
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     Her body speaks a lot with you but you have to

be a little smart to read and interpret her bodily steps. Her

tail, eyes, ears, and beautiful legs appear to be dancing

when you comprehend their movement. Now that you get

your cat’s vocals, the next step is to understand their body

language. This means the different gestures of their tail,

ears, and eyes. By learning and interpreting all their body

gestures, you can evaluate her behavior and mood and

respond accordingly. 

 Below body parts movements can help you understand the

meanings of different gestures of your cats. 
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A set of two sharp and extremely adorable ears are one
of those important body parts of your cat that can let
you know a lot about your cat's mood and condition. 

01
 Have a close look at your cat’s ear and observe that when your cat’s

ears are in a slightly forward position, this indicates that she wants to

play and may be curious about the new toy or ball given to her. 

Slightly forward

EAR 01

02
 When your cat’s ears are in a straight and upright position, then it

means that something had certainly drawn her attention. As we

already know, cats have incredible hearing ability, and when they

have their ears straight, this means they have been alerted. 

Straight and upright

03
 Ohhhhhhh! You are facing a (soon to be) hissing cat, stay away and

keep yourself safe. If your cat’s ears are in such a position, remember

that you are handling a very angry cat. Cats during this condition may

also produce some vocals like hissing or growling, and these noises

indicate that either your cat is angry at you/someone else or

frightened. 

Pinned back, flat
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EYES 

Your cat’s eyes will let you know a lot as they are
adorable and killer at the same time, but all you have to
do is to understand her eye gestures. Below are some

of the main eye gestures of cats:

01
 AHHHHA! Her slow blinking will cat-ch you in a mesmerizing trance.

Slowly blinking of eyes means the loving gesture from the feline world.

She ‘s blowing you adorable kisses and great affection. So, if your

kitty is blinking slowly, then there is no need to panic about this

strange movement. Just relax as your cat adores you and is showing

her great love and affection for you.

Slowly Blinking

02

02
 The eyes of your cat become dilated due to so many reasons. For

example, suppose when she is plotting to attack a new toy, her pupils

become dilated, and these are the gestures of her great excitement.

However, in other conditions, especially when she got aggressive or

defensive, she may also get her pupils dilated. Still, there would be

some other gestures like sounds, big, wide eye pupils. 

Dilated pupils
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TAIL SIGNS 03
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Although cats use their entire bodies to communicate with you and their other

partner's, their tails have some unique features that can tell almost everything

about a cat’s behavior and  mood. For example, a dog’s wagging  tail means

joy or calmness, but the same is not true for cats.  

 Oh! This is a tough situation if the cat you’re approaching is flicking or

wagging her tail. This gesture of her tail indicates that she is seriously

frustrated with you or anything else. Remember that you’re being

recommended to avoid your petting decision in this position, and if the cat

is already in your home, try to avoid her until she gets back to “normal”. 

Cat’s wagging tail 

   Yahoooo! Meow it’s the time to play with your kitty. When the cat is

twitching her tail, this gesture indicates that she is in a playful mood and

wants to enjoy playing with you or a toy. Therefore, when you observe that

your cat is chasing her tail, then you will also observe that shestarted

twitching at first. 

Cat’s twitching tail
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TAIL SIGNS 03
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 A fluffy and puffed-up tail is not a good gesture from your cat. However,

it may look good and adorable, but this puffed-up tail indicates a negative

sign in reality. This tail position indicates that your cat is afraid of

something and if she may also be hissing any time soon, then

remembersthat she is preparing herself for the attack. Therefore, try to

keep yourself at a safe distance from your cat. 

Puffed up tail

    During this condition, your cat puts her tails between her legs and

indicates the signs of depression or submission. Cats normally tuck away

their tails when they are nervous from any situation or people like a new or

different environment or a new addition to a family member or a guest. 

Tucked away
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TAIL SIGNS 03
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 A curved tail will let you know that the cat is ready to have fun with you.

When the cat curves her tail and shapes like a question mark, this indicates

that she is ready to play with you, and you can also introduce a new game

or toy to her during this condition. Remember, this cat'sgesture is a great

time to win her trust and acquaintance. 

Curved tail

    When your cat is in an easy or satisfying mood, she will curve her

tail all around herself and create a cute and fluffy gesture that indicates

her happiness. Embracing the tail is also a way cats hug each other and

give each other warmth.

Embracing tail
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CHAPTER 5 
 

UNDERSTANDING
CATS BEHAVIOR 



  Once you've grasped the fundamentals of cat behavior, you become

able to comprehend your cat's feelings, emotions, mood, likes, and dislikes. 

Neutral or relaxed
behavior

Signs of neutral behavior

 The majority of your cat’s

time is spent in a neutral

and relaxed position. While

expressing neutral behavior,

your cat will sit comfortably

and love to watch the

surroundings contently. 
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     It can be lying

down, stretched out, curled

like a ball, or lying in a position

withpaws neatly tucked

underneath them. 

     Softly blinking or

closed eyes 

     Relaxed whiskers

and normally away from the

sides of their faces. 

     The body is in a

relaxed body with no tension

in any body part 
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Focused Signs of focused behavior

 When your cat focuses on

some object in his

surroundings, you will

observe that her body

language has been

changed. This is called

focused behavior. 
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     Open eyes with

narrow pupils 

     Ears and whiskers

will be pricked forward 

     The body might

low to ground as they stalk

with hind legs 
     The end of their

tail might be twitching 
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Happy Signs of happy behavior

 By observing her body

language, you can easily

indicate whether your cat is

feeling happy or not, and it

will be the best state to

make a strong and healthy

relationship with your cat. 
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     Sitting relaxed

with pointed up and forward

ears 
     While lying down,

their paws might be tucked

under their body 

     May snooze with

open or closed eyes. 

     Still tail with

relaxed whiskers 
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Anxious Signs of anxious behavior

 When introduced to a new

environment or a new

person, your cat may get

anxious and show her stress

through her body gestures.
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     Open eyes with

no blinking 

     May also enlarge

the size of their eyes than

normal 

     Lower head with

whiskers pulled back to the

side 

     May arch their

back to run 

     Her tail might be

still or move slowly 
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Fearful Signs of fearful behavior

 Cats may get frightened

due to many things, but

when she gets frightened,

try to observe her body

condition and not approach

her to console; instead, try

to remove that thing or nose

that is the reason for her

fear. 
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     Flattened back of

ears against their heads 

     May stand still or

run away 

     Open and wide

eyes with pupils fully dilated 

     They may hiss or

spit at close threats 

     May straighten

her front legs to show that she

is tall 
     Their tail may be

held between legs 
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Angry Signs of angry behavior

 An angry cat will be highly

dangerous for you if you

cannot analyze her

behavior. Try to understand

the body gestures, and they

will let you know that they’re

angry or not. 
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     Rigid, still, and

stiffed tail that might curl

around their body 

     She could be

silent, hissing, spitting, or

growling. 

     Look larger than

normal with fur erect, stiffed

front legs, or crouching in

afearful manner 
     Ears will be tens

and flat back against their

head 

     Eyes will be hard

and focused 
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Relieved Signs of relieved behavior

 A relieved cat will also

show some cool and

adorable gestures that

should be observed to

understand the relieved

behavior of your cat. 
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     Your cat may

make a full-body stretch to

release tension 

     Their eyes, ears,

head, body, and tail will be in

a relaxed position. 

     Whiskers will

return to a calm position 

     She may yawn,

close her eyes or even have a

good wash.
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CONCLUSION

JOIN THE FURR-MIDABLE 
PARTY ON SOCIAL!

Carøle 
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 Petting or taking care of a cat is not a simple task as it needs a

lot of learning and interpreting of the cat’s gestures, vocals, and

body positions. From the first day, you have to start building a nice

and long lasting relationship with your cat. Initially, she may not

allow you to be her friend, but with regular love and intense care,

you may be able to make her your BFF. 

 Observe what she said through her vocals, what she expresses

through her gestures, what she wants to say through her body

language, and how she expresses her feelings of joy, happiness, and

anger. 

On those last words, happy Purring together!
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